SEG-ix Golf Installation Instructions
General :
This kit will install on any i Segway as well as on the X2. The components for installation on the GEN I i’s are slightly different then installation on the GEN II machines,
the i2 and X2. The Base Plate when left installed on the Segway will cause no interference with its normal off the course use, and can be left on permanently.

i2 & X2 Installation
1. If your machine has Lower Cargo Frames (standard on the X2)
the right Frame must be removed using the T-25 Torx wrench provided as shown in Fig.1. Store the Frame and the removed bolts for
future use.

Fig.1

2. If Lower Cargo Frames are not installed (on i2 only), then remove
the plastic gear box cover (Fig.2), with the provided T-25 Torx
wrench. Store for future use.

Fig.2

3. Place one of the 6x1-35mm Flat Head bolts through the top
hole on the Base Plate and place one of the provided spacers
over it (Fig.3). (The Base Plate is now between the head of the
bolt and the spacer). Attach the bolt loosely to the top hole in the
Gear Box. Continue by attaching the remaining two bolts and
spacers. Tighten all 3 bolts. Go to step 6.

Fig.3

i167, i170, i180 Installation
4. Perform steps 1 (Without Lower Cargo Frames there maybe only plastic covers to
remove-no bolts) & 2 above.
5. Perform step 3 above using the 6x1-25mm bolts and NOT USING
the provided spacers. The Base Plate, without the spacers installs
right against the Gear Box as shown in Fig.4. Go to step 6.

Fig.4

6. Slide the Carrier onto the Base Plate by aligning
the two U-shaped slots with the two protruding bolts
on the Base Plate. Secure the carrier onto the Base
Plate by screwing and tightening the Stud Knob to
the Base Plate as shown in Fig.5 & Fig.6.
Fig.5

Fig.6

7. Place the two holes on the Rack over the two protruding studs on
the Carrier and tightly the Rack using the two Rack Knobs provided
as shown in Figure

FASTENING THE GOLF BAG TO THE RACK

Fig.7

8. Tilt the Segway so it is fully resting on the bottom of the Rack
(Fig.8). Place your golf bag on the rack and adjust the straps so
the Velcro pads on the straps fully engage each other with maximum contact
Fig.8

9. At conclusion of play un-strap your golf bag. Remove the Rack
by disengaging the 2 Rack Knobs, and if desired, remove the Carrier by disengaging
the Stud Knob.

ENJOY YOUR GOLF USING THE SEG-iX GOLF
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